Case Study: Enterprise Vault / EVnearSync
OVERVIEW
Market Sector

Construction

Customer Size

8,000 - 10,000

Products Used

Enterprise Vault, EVnearSync

Services Requested

Healthcheck, Storage migration, DR/HA Planning

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS




Having already implemented Enterprise Vault for File System Archiving with another solution provider the previous
year, the customer had found that their Enterprise Vault environment had already grown far beyond the capability
of their storage and backup solution.
Enterprise Vault was implemented on storage which was never intended for archive data. Consequently the file
servers were quickly reaching capacity and the archiving solution was growing at well over 1TB a month. These
pressing circumstances required a rapid solution since archiving was required on a 24x7 basis to keep the storage
growth in check over their widely distributed environment.

ADEPT-TEC SOLUTION





The initial engagement involved a full review of the archiving platform as implemented to ensure that installation
was to best practice and additionally that the business requirements were being met by the archiving policies.
Storage requirements were then scoped, along with the transformations required to optimise the environment
and implement the Enterprise Vault data protection solution EVnearSync from QUADROtech.
Adept-tec then worked with the customer to fully commission the new solution, by migrating all 20TB+ of archived
data over to the new storage platform. This was achieved in 3 days.
Finally EVnearSync was deployed, allowing continuous archiving whilst reducing both the RPO and RTO to a few
minutes rather than hours or days. The new configuration now enabled the archiving solution to grow as it was
originally intended.

ABOUT ADEPT-TEC
Adept-tec helps companies implement, enhance and transform their archiving solutions, allowing augmented ediscovery and search capabilities. As well as specialising in migrations, best of breed toolsets and optimising your
archiving experience we can provide full training on the solutions we support.
We offer a full turn-key solution on commissioned projects or can integrate into an existing team structure to provide
specialist advice and skills where required. Our priority is always on advising the customer on the most appropriate and
cost-effective solution utilising the best-of-breed tools. We have a well-deserved reputation for providing our customers
with the optimal solution for their business needs.

